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Now we enjoy the benefits from new technologies such as smartphones, SNS, and block chain 
and anyone can send messages and own contents to the world.  That is to say, it is the time we 
all can be artists to show our own creations and live as performers. Also it is the time of 
consumption trend that people spend more money for spiritual demands than material 
demands, and it is a big consumption trend shift, which is making changes for entertainment 
business models and cash flows. 

So far, artists were mainly active to sell package media sales with major promotions and big 
concerts in concert halls, however, they are shifting their activities to local cities and becoming 
closer existences. 

However, their business environments are not rich enough, and most of them are having hard 
time to live as local artists. It is due to that their activities are limited in local cities and supported 
by fewer fans compared with big cities’ potentials. 

This situation has been built on the entertainment industry in which major media companies 
and distributors has been deciding artists values. This means the value of the music or artists are 
decided only by the distributors as main source and this made inflexibility of entertainment 
industry that distributors control only certain artists get distributed. 

Ivy Seize Inc.（hereunder; ISI）challenge to construct supportive platform for global glass roots 
artists to make the usage of block chain technology and Decentralized storage technology and 
create new platform to actualize the sustainable growth of entertainment industry that users 
can decide the values of the artists.

１. Back Ground
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2. 1　Old business models and customs
In the entertainment business, artists, actress and actors increase appearance on TV, magazines 
and other medias to get popularity and make profit to sell package medias like CDs and photo 
albums as general business model by now. 
However, as package media business has been decreased and so it has been difficult to make 
profit with such business model and so the artists started to hold a live concerts occasionally to 
offer ‘a special experience’ for their fans as a business trend. 
Not a lot of such new artists belong to agencies, and even they belong to such agencies, such 
agencies tend to be small scale so that they are not able to promote artists and make profits for 
them and so it is difficult to make artists as stars. 
On the other hand, big agencies are also restricted by the old style business customs so they are 
not able to make the best of new media or technologies and struggling in the old business 
models. 

2. 2　Protection of the artists’ rights. 
In the entertainment industries, agencies do produce artists and manage them as the  middle 
function. Agencies here means the business entities that do education, produce and 
management of the artists such as talents, actor and actresses, singers and comedians and they 
negotiate with TV stations, record labels, mas media and dispatch them to medias and 
productions. 
Certain amount of cost is required to produce artists (human resources, transportation, 
promotions, etc.) and most of the agencies collect lesson fee from artists or deduct then from 
artists’ guarantees to run such agencies. 
However, so called ‘scout business’ exists and it means that agencies collect lesson fee or 
registration fee from artists but never introduce any job. Also there are many troubles between 
agencies and artists about money so compliance is a big problem in the industries. 
Moreover, most of the rights are not managed for artists that belong to small agencies or 
freelance artists. It is required to protect rights of the artists and make the best of them to make 
profitable business. 

2. Tasks of the Market
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2. 3　Problem for international money transfer 
It is a big issue for the artists using internet to post their performances globally. For such 
international money transfer, there are problems such as 1). Restriction of money transfer about 
foreign exchange and tax 2). Expensive handling fee 3). Complicated procedure It is not possible to 
correspond with existing international money transfer system to tipping, digital contents sales for 
minimum money transfers internationally. 

2. 4  Limit of Centralized Platform 
　With the SNS popularization, artists can actively post on YouTube, Instagram and Facebook. 
Such SNS platforms made new artists such as YouTuber or Instagramer as influencers. However, 
although a part of famous influencers became powerful in social and make lots of profits but it is 
not sufficiently spread to grass roots artists. 
　In the music industries, new business model is distributed such as subscriptions but it is for 
famous artists to make money easily and not grass roots artists. 
　This is because internet traffics are controlled by internet giants like GAFA and their platformers 
pay a lot of money to keep their service and so the artists are limited to receive profits to get back 
initial investments in the end. 

ISI solve above issues to utilize block chain technologies and decentralized storage technologies, 
and offer opportunities to perform and make profit for all the artists includes idols, cosplayers, 
musicians, and influencers and create eco-system for fans and artists to get together.
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FUH offer users with mining program. Mining program is offered for users. Mining is offered for 
user’ s PoA (Proof of Activity). 

3. 1  PoA (Proof of Activity) 
　For the activities of miners in the eco-system, FUH is issued as compensation. 
1) Invitation of Artists
　When miner invite artists to FUH-MINE and the artist joins FUH-MINE, FUH is issued and 
　granted. Also, when the artist make transactions such as tipping and digital contents, part 
　of the transactions are distributed to miners at a certain ration.
2) Recommend, spread information
　When miners write comments about contents and artists in FUH-MINE, and spread comments 
　on their own SNS and tipping and/or purchase of contents occur, part of the transactions are 
　distributed to miners at a certain ration. 

Above mining program actualize FUH eco system grow autonomously with artists, miners, and 
users (fans). 

3. MINING
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4. 1　 Legal Features of the FUHCOIN Token

The FUHCOIN Token is only accepted as a currency for the settlement of payments in the 
FUH-MINE, and do not carry any other rights apart from this function. To be clear: 
1) The FUHCOIN Token is not, and is not intended to be a security, and holders of the FUHCOIN 
Tokens shall not, under any circumstances, have voting rights, a right to a share of profits or the 
right to receive dividends, through holding the FUHCOIN Tokens. In particular, any bonus or 
reward of FUHCOIN Tokens to users is premised solely on their contributions and activities on 
the FUH-MINE, and not as a result of them holding FUHCOIN Tokens. 
2) Save for the right to exchange the FUHCOIN Tokens for the services or goods on the 
FUH-MINE, the FUHCOIN Tokens do not have any rights of redemption as against FUHCOIN for 
cash or any form of consideration. 
3) The FUHCOIN Tokens are not "currency-denominated assets" and are not pegged to the value 
of any currency, and are based solely as a form of value within the FUH-MINE. Any sale or 
exchange of FUHCOIN Tokens is conducted with third-party crypto currency exchanges.
Also, ISI do not plan to hold a token sales. 

4. 2　 FUHCOIN Token Details

4. FUHCOIN Token Rule

Token Type CP Token
Maximum setting of issue 

Initial issue quantity  
Decimal point unit 
Minimum transaction range 

Token Symbol 

10,000,000,000 
3,000,000,000 

8 digits

0.0000000001 Token
FUH
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5. FUHCOIN Token Issue Plan

Team 1,000,000,000 Tokens 

Investors
Partners

Miners

1,000,000,000 Tokens 
1,000,000,000 Tokens 
7,000,000,000 Tokens 
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6. 1  Safety and Operational Integrity

FUHCOIN Token’ s business is based on effective Information Security management, our 
reputation and credibility depend on the provision of secure on-line services. We aim to exceed 
our customer’ s expectations in this respect and make their on-line experience second to none. 
Our number one challenge is to keep abreast of the security threat landscape and adapt fast. 

6. 2  User Wallet Security Measures

Security in such vast and dynamic community is a fundamental pillar of our design.  The 
on-chain identity and wallet management is distributed and thus minimizes the impact of any 
partial cyber security attacks.  Each user is responsible for his/her own private key.  There is no 
centralized storage for private keys, nor is any item or token placed in custody with the 
Company.  If a user account is hacked, he/she can only suffer losses to his/her own account with 
beneficiary being another user of the network.  

6. Security System
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7. FUH Development Time-Line 

2019,4Q

2020,2Q

2020,1Q

2020,4Q

2020,3Q

2021,1Q

2021,4Q

・ Alliance with YAIZOO
・ Alliance with  MyStar
・ Content development started

・ Alliance with Avacus
・ Live video distribution service started
・Listed on RAIZER DEX
・FUHCOIN distribution started
・ New functions added
   Payment function enchancement

・ FUHCOIN payment 　　
　　　available café open
・Start distribution of 　　
　　　FUHCOIN at stores

・ Start distribution of FUHCOIN 
　at event venues

・ Expansion of FUHCOIN 
Payment  enabled stores

・ Practical use of FUHCOIN 　　　　　
　as a fan token ・ Start VACUS.FUH 

free distribution to 
　　　FUH Holder
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8. 1  Operation Company
Company name   : Ivy Seize Inc.
Representative   : CEO and Founder Jianfeng Han
Foundation　　　   : July, 2019
Location    : 2-20-15, Shinbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Business description : Artist Support Platform 
URL  　　　  : https://FUHcoin.org/
Twitter    : https://twitter.com/FUHcommunity

8. 2  Partners
ISI develop its business in partnership with below business partners.

8. Team and Partners

・Company name
　MyStar Inc.
・Representative 
　CEO and Founder　Tsuyoshi Uemura
・Foundation
　Nov, 2019
・Location
　1-4-10, Sakae-cho, Yaizu-city, Shizuoka, Japan
・Business description
　Development and operation of LIVE812
・Corporate Site
　https://mystar.onl/

・Company name
　YAIZOO Inc.
・Representative
　CEO and Founder　Mina Kobayashi
・Foundatio
　Sep, 2019
・Location
　1-4-10, Sakae-cho, Yaizu-city, Shizuoka, Japan
・Business description
　Livers’ recruiting and management 
・Corporate Site
　https://yaizoo.jp/
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9. 1　Summary
This project to build the FUH-MINE and the launch of the FUHCOIN Token. The FUHCOIN Token 
is not, and is not intended to be a security instrument nor is it supposed to be treated as a 
security in any country or region, and this whitepaper does not constitute any solicitation of 
investment nor securities offers in this manner.

9. 2　Risks
9. 2. 1　Risks from regulations 
Regulations for fund raising related to block chain projects or tokens are still unclear so that it is 
possible for participants to take risks depends on how regulations are set up in future. Legal 
specialists and government medias are warning for such participants of block chain projects or 
tokens, however, regulations are not set up yet and it is also not clear to avoid such risks at the 
moment. 
We cannot deny possibility of influences for purchased tokens before such regulations are set 
up. Although there should be limit of price fluctuations and market but are not limited to them. 

9. 2. 2　Risk of investment 
In time of digital assets in market are overestimated, investment risks will increase and investors 
may not able to gain expected profits. Also, there are high level uncertainty for digital asset 
deals including tokens, and while legal regulations are not yet founded, there is risk for new 
participants to experience psychological and material loss and/or fluctuations. 

9. 2. 3　Risk of development team 
In the current block chain industry, there are so many development teams and projects and all 
are facing pressure from market competitions and such competitions may be with malice. ISI has 
been developed with high level engineers from the founder’ s long experience so the team up 
of core member is essential for success of ISI. In case of such core member team lose or come 
into conflict, there will be risk for negative effects for the success of the projects. 

9. Legal Disclaimers and Risks
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9. 2. 4　Risk from system malfunctions
Development team of the project have technology and experiences of application 
developments, however, FUH-MINE is based on block chain and music/movie platform so we 
cannot deny possibility of unexpected system malfunctions. Also, due to the characteristics of 
block chain, there are risks such as hackings. When it is necessary, it is possible we conduct hard 
fork.

9. 2. 5　Risk of malfunctions of XCHAIN
The FUHCOIN Token is on the XCHAIN, and based on blockchain technology, which is still in its 
nascent stage, and as it continues to develop, may bring about further unforeseen risks. The 
XCHAIN is prone to periodic congestion during which transactions can be delayed or lost. 
Individuals may also intentionally spam the XCHAIN network in an attempt to gain an advantage 
in purchasing cryptographic tokens, and XCHAIN producers may not include intended 
transactions in unforeseen circumstances.

9. 3　Disclaimer
ISI and its officers and employees shall not bear any tort liability, contract liability, or any other 
liabilities regardless of their legal nature, whether indirect, special, incidental, or consequential 
damages or any other damages arising out of or in connection with any actions taken in reliance 
of the description contained in this whitepaper.

ISI does not guarantee the completion of the FUH-MINE under development and does not bear 
any responsibility for loss or damage caused by the development. Furthermore, ISI's business 
model etc. may be changed and differ from what has been described in this whitepaper, and ISI 
and its officers and employees will not be responsible for any loss or damage caused by such 
change.

ISI does not make any representations or give any warranties as to credibility or completeness of 
the information contained in this whitepaper and does not give any representation or warranty 
or immunity to any party who acts in reliance on the contents of this whitepaper.
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